Overview
This eLearning course introduces the RoamAlert® system and describes how to attach a tag to a resident and how to test protected exits and tags. It includes instructions for responding to events and alarms, bypassing an elevator system and clearing alarms, plus directions for removing, cleaning, and storing tags.

Course Learning Objectives
After completing this course, you’ll be able to:
• Test a tag with the tag reader
• Attach a tag to a resident
• Respond to events and alarms
• Bypass the elevator system and clear alarms
• Remove, clean, and store tags
• Test a protected exit
RoamAlert® End User Training Course Outline

Estimated course length is 36 minutes. This course introduces learners to the RoamAlert system, and includes the following lessons:

**How RoamAlert Works**
This lesson provides an overview of the RoamAlert system and how it works.

**How to Test a Tag with a Tag Reader**
This lesson introduces guidelines for tag testing and instructions for recording testing information. It provides instruction for testing a tag when it is and is NOT attached to a resident, as well as troubleshooting tips for unusable tags and non-functioning Tag Readers.

**How to Attach a Tag to a Resident**
This lesson provides an overview of RoamAlert strap types and guidelines for attaching a tag to a resident using a plastic strap, a vinyl strap, and the Securaband™ tag and strap.

**Responding to Events and Alarms**
This lesson provides an overview of events and alarms, including pre, loiter and full alarms. It includes instructions for clearing a pre-alarm and clearing an alarm at the keypad.

**RoamAlert Elevator Systems**
This lesson provides an overview of the elevator system and how it works. It includes instructions for bypassing the elevator system and clearing an elevator system alarm.

**Removing, Cleaning and Storing Tags**
This lesson explains reasons for removing a tag from a resident and instructions for removing a tag from a resident, and proper cleaning and storage guidelines. It provides an overview of the Tag Rack.

**How to Test a Protected Exit**
This lesson provides guidelines for and emphasizes the importance of testing protected exits, as well as instructions for testing a protected exit.
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**About STANLEY Healthcare**

STANLEY Healthcare provides over 5,000 acute care hospitals and 12,000 long-term care organizations with enterprise solutions that transform safety, security and operational efficiency. The STANLEY Healthcare solution set enables customers to achieve organizational excellence and superior care in five critical areas: Patient Safety, Security & Protection, Environmental Monitoring, Clinical Operations & Workflow and Supply Chain & Asset Management. These solutions are complemented by consulting, training, implementation and integration services. STANLEY Healthcare is proud to be part of Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. For more information, visit www.stanleyhealthcare.com.